Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2018-10-02, 23:59 IST.

1) Which of the following sequence is correct?
   - 1-Science 2-Technology 3-Engineering
   - 1-Technology 2-Engineering 3-Science
   - 1-Science 2-Engineering 3-Technology
   - 1-Engineering 2-Science 3-Technology
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   1-Science 2-Engineering 3-Technology

2) Which of the following is responsible for wealth creation?
   - Technology
   - Agriculture
   - Service
   - All of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   All of the above

3) Which of the following is correct in respect of technological innovation?
   - It is a low cost process.
   - It extends for long duration.
   - It is possible in minimum time.
   - None of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   None of the above

4) What is the general shape of a technology life cycle?
   - S curve
   - Normal distribution curve
   - Bell curve
   - Straight line
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Straight line

5) Which of the following is an example of incremental technological innovation?
   - Cost reduction of hardware
   - Increasing speed of Internet
   - Improving mileage of cars
   - All of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   All of the above

6) What are the two axes in a technological life cycle?
   - Sales volume and Time
   - Performance index and cost
   - Performance index and Time
   - Sales volume and Sales Volume
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Performance index and Time

7) Which of the following deals with technology forecasting in India?
   - NRDC
   - VSSC
   - DST
   - CDSR
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   VSSC

8) Emerging technologies are known as
   - Greenfield Technologies
   - Blue Technologies
   - White Technologies
   - Brown Technologies
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Greenfield Technologies

9) Which of these is not a suitable example of offensive strategy, with respect to technological innovation?
   - IBM
   - Durex
   - Toyota
   - Texas Instrument
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Texas Instrument

10) Which of the following function is used for determining performance level in technology life cycle?
    - Mean Function
    - Peak Function
    - Risk Function
    - None of the above
    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    None of the above